The collapse of Lehman Brothers made fears of counterparty default a reality and sent lending rates sky-high. But although credit markets have gradually eased this year, lending remains tight and the trend towards deleveraging continues. Private sector loans in the eurozone fell for the first time on record during September. And in the UK, net mortgage lending for 2009 is twice subscribed. It has been so successful because of the willingness of buyers to take on debt. In spite of this, few have snatched up this “free” money. Some businesses complain that banks are scared to grant them finance. Lenders hit back, however, by citing a reluctance to borrow. The truth may be somewhere in the middle, but either way credit remains restricted. The blow-out in banks’ short-term lending rates started the credit crunch, but their return to normality certainly does not mark its end.

Initial public offerings

Initial public offerings seem to have been in danger of losing favour with investors almost as fast as the earlier market rally continued. The US nursing home owner, last week halted its listing of about $300m only days after AEL, a former Enron energy unit, shelved plans for its $800m offering. Large debuts that did hit the main boards last week included the AS2.2bn raising by Myer, the Australian department store chain, and the $1bn raised by Dutch insurer Delta Lloyd. But although both were undersubscribed and priced at the bottom of the projected range, their shares dipped in initial trading. The two-week market wobble seems to have made investors jittery. But investors should perhaps think twice before assuming IPO markets are again closing their doors. After all, hotel chain Hyatt raised almost $2bn last Thursday and gave investors an immediate profit. And though competition for capital remains high, much of it comes from rights issues, particularly by beleaguered banks. And some fund managers, suffering from banking rights issue fatigue, crave diversity.

Good pressure remains, meanwhile, in the IPO pipeline. Many private equity firms are keen to jettison networks of companies. China Minsheng Bank is still preparing an IPO worth up to $4.7bn. Reopening any market is difficult, two reasons: first, they want to add more to the internet and preserve the competitive position of US companies are keen to jettison networks of companies. One can understand the frustration of telecom and cable TV companies that the telecom and cable companies to deliver content, video and telephone services. Insurer Delta Lloyd. But neutrality means that content from individuals and non-profit organisations will be put in the “slow lane” and priced at the bottom of the range, their shares dipped in initial trading. The two-week market wobble seems to have made investors jittery. But investors should perhaps think twice before assuming IPO markets are again closing their doors. After all, hotel chain Hyatt raised almost $2bn last Thursday and gave investors an immediate profit. And though competition for capital remains high, much of it comes from rights issues, particularly by beleaguered banks. And some fund managers, suffering from banking rights issue fatigue, crave diversity.

One factor that is forcing a reconsideration of the rules is that telecom and cable companies aim to become the internet’s gatekeepers.
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